CREATING AN EFFICIENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
BY ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY PROCESSES
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ED does not specify what documentation or
how to resolve conflicting information.
Conflicting information still requires resolution,
even with V1 COVID flexibility waiver. Financial
Aid Professionals must follow any school specific
institutional policies and procedures.
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Comment codes 361–368 related to martial and

References used to support efficiency suggestions related to

tax filing status, indicates a possible error when

resolving conflicting information, comments codes and

the filing status and marital status do not match.

smart use of software systems.
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When documents are absolutely necessary and required
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consider these suggestions to ease the burden to staff and
students:
Is the naming convention clear to staff and
students
Does the form need to be student facing or only
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applicable internally
Can the document be electronic versus paper
Can the document be “smart” with electronic
signature and prompts
Can the document be for multi-years to avoid
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repetitive collecting each year
Is it available on the website or student portal of
easy access
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In the age of technology software can help a short-staffed
financial aid office, if it’s being used smartly. Review your
software’s capability and determine if all automation
features are being used appropriately such as:
Pre-populated disbursement dates
Defined cost of attendance/budgets
Does the student information system and
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financial aid system share information
Can custom triggers be set up to help workflow
and communication (i.e., enrollment status
changes)
Do documents auto-post based on ISIR flags
and comment codes
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